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Across
1. (v) to reproduce, increase, or 

spread rapidly

3. (v) to make a mess of muddle 

through; to get by (n) hopeless mess

11. (v) to seize for military or official 

use

15. (n) scattered fragments, wreckage

16. (adj) firm,showing no signs of fear 

not drawing back

17. (adj) sudden + violent but brief, 

fitful: intermittent

19. (adj) angry

21. (v) to make fun of rudely or 

unkindly

22. (n) an opening gap rift a violation 

or infraction

23. (v) to seize and hold a position by 

force or without right

26. (n) the process of driving or forcing 

out

27. (n) a difficult or perplexing situation 

or problem

29. (v) to drive out by magic, to 

dispose of something troublesome, 

menacing, or oppresive

30. (v) to save from fire or shipwreck

Down
2. (adj) average, ordinary, 

undisguised

4. (v) to overcome, rise above

5. (adj) loose in ones morals or 

behavior

6. (v) to bring to an end

7. (adj) careful, cautious

8. (adj) resembling an angel

9. (adj) having a pleasing 

appearance

10. (adj) not genuine, not true, not 

valid

12. (n) a raider plunderer

13. a follower or supporter

14. (n) food for horses or cattle; raw 

material for a designated purpose

18. (adj) lating for a long time , 

persistent (n) a plant that lives for many 

years

20. (v) to pardon or overlook

24. (n) an extremely poor person

25. (v) to tease, torment by teasing

28. (n) a dilebratly deceptive 

movement, a pretense (v) to make a 

deceptive movement to make a 

pretense of


